SPONSORED STATEMENT

Three Essentials For Next
Generation Target-Date Funds
Defined contribution (DC) professionals share a single objective: Help deliver enough income to sustain a participant’s
standard of living throughout retirement. Surprisingly, most default options are not designed to achieve this goal.

T

he amount of income a retiree
enjoys is a function of two things:
(1) her asset base and (2) return
expectations throughout retirement.
If the goal is to provide income in retirement,
then the trick is to connect retirement assets
as directly as possible to the changes in longterm return expectations, or interest rates, a
participant will encounter at retirement.
This concept is hardly new, as the defined
benefit (DB) community’s adoption of liabilitydriven investing illustrates. Yet virtually all
target-date funds, which have emerged as
the dominant DC default option, overlook
the arithmetic of income generation. Next
generation target date funds cannot afford
to do this. Here are three things to keep in
mind when designing investment plans for
successful retirements.

as the closest to a risk-free asset and the right
starting point for asset allocation. From there,
other risk premia can be added to create an
efficient portfolio.
2. Embrace robust return-enhancing asset allocation
Participants rely on target-date funds
over long time horizons – in some cases 40
years or more. Target-date funds must be
designed to perform in a variety of economic
environments, and not simply the conditions
of the recent past. They must anticipate
various growth and inflation scenarios. They
must employ a well-diversified approach that
goes beyond traditional stocks and bonds to
include significant allocations to real estate,
emerging market exposure (stocks and
bonds), commodities, high yield and TIPS.
This should deliver better long-term expected
returns with lower expected risk. Critically,
target-date funds with broad diversification
may help investors stay invested through
market gyrations, countering well-documented
urges to make ill-timed moves out of volatile
asset classes. Figure 1 illustrates such a welldiversified approach to target date fund design.

1. Design target-date funds with an income focus
Traditional asset allocation typically starts
with cash as the risk-free asset. It then adds
other risk premia to achieve an efficient
portfolio at a given level of risk. This is an
asset-centered approach, which disregards
the retirement income goal. With interest
rates near zero, cash today produces very
little income. Thirty years ago, the income
stream from the same cash allocation was
much higher. When seen through an income
lens, cash is a risky asset – not a risk-free
one – because of the variation in income it can
produce over time.
With an income-centered approach, a
retirement plan’s design must begin by
including assets that increase in value when
rates fall, and vice versa. For investors
seeking to sustain a certain standard of living
throughout retirement, long-duration Treasury
Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS) emerge

3. Focus on cost and value (figure 2)
Fee pressure in the DC market has driven
many plans to pursue fully passive target-date
funds. Such a decision runs counter to the
prudent design of the rest of the core menu.
According to a recent survey, over 80% of
plans offer active fixed income, whereas
only 40% offer passive bond exposure. This
difference is justified. As shown below, the
median manager has outperformed the index
and passive management on an after-fee basis.
Passive providers underperform the index
by 23 basis points, on average. The valueconscious sponsor may thus consider next

generation blended target-date funds. These
solutions typically combine active fixed income
and passive equity management.
Bransby Whitton, Executive Vice President,
oversees PIMCO’s target-date fund product
development efforts. Rick Fulford, Executive
Vice President, leads the firm’s U.S.
Retirement Practice.
PIMCO, founded in 1971, is a recognized
pioneer in liability-driven investing for DB
plans. It has applied the same principles
and innovation in offering DC plans the
next generation of target-date solutions. As
of March 31, 2015, the firm has a dedicated
team of 27 DC retirement specialists.
For more information on target-date
and other defined contribution programs:
pimcodcpractice@pimco.com, or call
949-720-6000
Investments involve risk, including the loss of principal.
This material has been distributed for informational
purposes only and should not be considered as investment
advice or a recommendation of any particular security,
strategy or investment product. Statements concerning
financial market trends or portfolio strategies are based
on current market conditions, which will fluctuate. There
is no guarantee that these investment strategies will
work under all market conditions or are suitable for all
investors and each investor should evaluate their ability
to invest for the long term, especially during periods
of downturn in the market. Outlook and strategies are
subject to change without notice. No part of this material
may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any
other publication, without express written permission.
PIMCO and YOUR GLOBAL INVESTMENT AUTHORITY
are trademarks or registered trademarks of Allianz Asset
Management of America L.P. and Pacific Investment
Management Company LLC, respectively, in the United
States and throughout the world. ©2015, PIMCO
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True diversification requires true use of diversifiers

In fixed income, active management generally pays
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New DC/DB Options and Opportunities
In an Era of Increasing Customization

In the not so distant past, many Americans could
rely on a corporate pension to provide a steady flow
of income in retirement. They didn’t have to make
decisions about saving money, building a portfolio
of assets or managing their financial risks.

By Richard Westlund

T

oday, more workers are faced with numerous
retirement strategy choices as defined
contribution (DC) plans such as 401(k)s
and other defined contribution (DC) plans
have largely replaced the traditional defined
benefit (DB) pension plans. This changeover
has not been easy for most employees,
who find it difficult to save for the future or make sense of the
complex financial markets.

As a result, some of the key features of DB plans have steadily
migrated to the DC world, such as auto-enrollment and default
options that place participants in target date funds (TDFs) and target
risk funds (TRFs) with pre-designed investment allocations based
on a participant’s age or risk tolerance.
“We are proponents of auto-enrollment in DC plans because
the great majority of participants will not be engaged in the
retirement planning process,” says Dick Davies, head of DC and
co-head of North American Institution, AllianceBernstein (AB).
Now, TDFs are moving into an era of customization, where
other factors come into play in constructing a default product
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“Most target
date funds are
managed as relics
of the past and
don’t incorporate
today’s best
practices and
solutions.”
Dan Loewy, CIO and
Co-Head of MultiAsset Solutions,
AllianceBernstein (AB)

“This is a
relationship
business.”
Jeffrey Gould,
head of Putnam
Global Institutional
Management

and designing a participant’s
glide path, the asset allocation
mix that typically becomes more
conservative as the participant
draws closer to retirement.
“With DB plans, companies
contributed an appropriate
amount of money, made
the allocations and engaged
professional managers for their
portfolios,” says Toni Brown,
SVP, Defined Contribution,
Capital Group. “Now, you can
get those three aspects in the DC
world through auto enrollment,
auto escalation and a qualified
default investment alternative
(QDIA) such as a TDF. However,
the longevity risk and market risk
are now borne by the participant,
and they vary from individual to
individual.”
Rick Fulford, executive
vice president, head of U.S.
Retirement for Pimco, points
to the innovative approaches
providers are taking toward
serving plan sponsors. “There
is a great deal of innovation in
the TDF space, leading to better
outcomes,” he says. “However,
there are also growing risks
for sponsors. Because many
participants rely on TDFs to meet
their retirement goals, picking
the wrong fund or one that is
misaligned with the objective
of their plan can affect the
outcomes.”
A changing provider
marketplace
While DC and DB plan
sponsors have a growing array
of options in designing and
executing their retirement
strategies, Edmund Murphy
III, president of Empower
Retirement, notes there has
been an ongoing consolidation
in the recordkeeping sector.
“We have seen strategic exits,
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mergers and acquisitions because
scale is important,” he says.
“Capital resources are necessary
for providers to improve the
plan experience for clients and
participants.”
Murphy adds that providers
need to offer multichannel
“touch points” with participants,
including a growing emphasis on
mobile. “I see mobile taking off
in terms of how participants will
interact with their DC plans and
all their other benefits,” he says.
“This is a relationship
business,” says Jeffrey Gould,
head of Putnam Global
Institutional Management.
“The firms that that take their
relationships seriously and try
to add value outside a specific
product will be most successful.”
Looking at how the industry
is changing, Glenn Dial, head of
retirement strategies at Allianz
Global Investors, says, “We
believe the retirement industry
will evolve from the current
3Fs – funds, fees and fiduciary
services – to the 3Rs – results,
reliability and risk, as sponsors
move to align their strategies
more closely with outcomes.
That will be a big evolution in
our field.”
Outsourcing the oversight

of a DB or DC plan is another
trend in the retirement market.
“Engaging an outsourced chief
investment officer (OCIO) can
help to manage the trifecta
of fiduciary, regulatory and
investment risks facing plan
sponsors,” says John McCareins,
practice lead, Institutional OCIO,
at Northern Trust.
Rather than investing in
internal staff and trying to
work through the risks, hiring
an OCIO lets a plan sponsor
retain a strategic advisor who
shares the fiduciary liability
and brings a greater degree of
streamlining and flexibility to
the administrative process, while
providing board-level reporting,
McCareins adds. “We have seen
an upward migration in OCIO
demand from plans as sponsors
recognize that the approach
can provide a higher level of
expertise, as well as shared
fiduciary responsibility and
flexible execution.”
A retirement crisis
A recent report by the National
Institute on Retirement Security
(NIRS) indicates that 86 percent
of Americans believe there is a
retirement crisis. That report – as
well as other studies – indicates

Survey Shows Upturn in Confidence
A KEY FACTOR IN AMERICANS’ OUTLOOK ON RETIREMENT IS WHETHER OR NOT

they have a retirement savings plan. according to the 25th annual
Retirement Confidence Survey released on April 21 by the Employee
Benefit Research Institute and Greenwald & Associates. The survey found
that the nation’s retirement confidence continues to rebound from the
record lows experienced between 2009 and 2013.
The increasing optimism is a result of those who indicate they and/or
their spouse have a retirement plan, such as a defined contribution plan,
defined benefit plan, or individual retirement account (IRA). “About 44
percent of workers without a retirement plan are not at all confident about
having enough money for a comfortable retirement, compared with only
14 percent of those who have a plan,” said Jack VanDerhei, EBRI research
director and co-author of the report. n

Reliability
matters...

...it helps institutions and individuals stay
on track with their investment objectives
At Voya® Investment Management, reliability is the cornerstone
of our investment philosophy.
Our long-term perspective favors sound investment principles
that are well-aligned with the priorities of retirement investors.
Our risk-efficient process seeks to maximize returns while
minimizing risks.
Our focus on consistent delivery of strong results is reflected
in our investment performance.

Partner with us for our
active, research-driven
investment solutions:
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and solutions
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of the time
our portfolios
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of our assets
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“More and
more plan
sponsors are
running their
401(k)s like
a defined
benefit plan.”
Dick Davies, Head
of DC and Co-Head
of North American
Institution, Alliance
Bernstein (AB)

“Sponsors
need very clear
communication
strategies with
online tools to
show participants
how their income
situation looks in
retirement.”
Frank van Etten,
deputy chief
investment officer,
Multi-Asset Strategies
and Solutions,
Voya Investment
Management

that Americans are deeply
worried about their retirement
outlook, particularly the large
majority of workers facing a
substantial savings gap.
However, there are a number
of challenges facing employers
and plan sponsors as they seek
to develop more effective
retirement strategies:
• Many employers do not offer
DC or DB plans for their
employees, making it more
difficult for them to save for
retirement.
• Many employees who have
contributed to DC plans find it
difficult to move their accounts
to a new employer. “We need
to make those roll-ins much
easier,” says Brown. “We
should also encourage retirees
to stay in their DC plans
because having more assets
drives down fees and costs for
everyone.”
• Many near retirees don’t know
how to maximize their Social
Security benefits. “There are
more than 300 different ways to
claim Social Security, and how
many advisors are available
to help them make those
decisions?” says Murphy.
• Most DC plans don’t take
an employee’s health status
into account when preparing
financial projections. However,
a healthy employee may
face a higher longevity risk
(outliving his or her money)
than an employee with a serious
chronic condition like obesity
or diabetes.
• Federal regulators have
been reluctant to allow DC
plan sponsors to include
guaranteed income options,
such as immediate or deferred
annuities, in their offerings,
although that position is
changing.
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Americans Understand There is a Retirement Crisis
3% 2%
9%

Would you say you agree that
America is facing a retirement crisis?
n Strongly Agree
n Somewhat Agree

29%

n Somewhat Disagree

57%

n Strongly Disagree
n Don’t Know

Source: National Institute on Retirement Security

“We as an industry can do a
better job of helping employees
understand how to move through
that transition phase,” says
Murphy. For instance, surveys
indicate that older employees
who work with a paid advisor
have an 82 percent replacement
income score while those who
didn’t have only a 55 percent
replacement rate.
“If you work with advisor
you have a road map and can
be better allocated in how you
approach the market,” he says.
“Those advice-based insights can
be embedded into the products
themselves, such as TDFs,
annuities and managed accounts
within 401(k)s. This is all part of
the personalization of retirement
strategies.”
Increasing savings rates
How bad is the U.S. retirement
savings problem? A new report,
“The Continuing Retirement
Savings Crisis,” issued in March
by the NIRS says the typical
working household has virtually
no retirement savings. The
problem is particularly acute for
employees nearing retirement.
The study said 62 percent of
working households age 55-64
have retirement savings less than

one times their annual income,
which is far below the level
needed to be self-sufficient in
retirement.
For DC plan sponsors,
encouraging participants to
make the contributions needed to
build their assets for retirement
remains a major challenge. “The
retirement industry must continue
to educate and communicate
the importance of saving, while
recognizing that it doesn’t move
the needle as much as we would
hope,” says Brown.
That’s why auto-enrollment
and auto-escalation provisions
in DC plans play a key role in
improving employee savings.
“The most popular level for
auto-enrolling participants is
3 percent,” says Brown. “But
auto-escalation provisions are
important because participants
will eventually need to increase
their contributions to the 12 to 15
percent saving level.”
Brown adds that some
sponsors have implemented a
higher contribution level for
initial enrollments and for autoescalation levels without much
push back from participants.
“The levels of opt-outs have been
relatively small,” she says.
However, Murphy notes
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The results speak for themselves.
Superior Results: A history of above-average
results. 1
Exceptional Underlying Funds: They have
beaten their respective Lipper indexes in 92%
of rolling 10-year periods. 2
Low Expenses: Among the lowest cost of all
target date funds. 3

Visit us online to start the conversation • thecapitalgroup.com/us/targetdatefunds
Investments are not FDIC-insured, nor are they deposits of or guaranteed by a bank or any other entity, so they may lose value.
Investors should carefully consider investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses. This and other important
information is contained in the fund prospectuses and summary prospectuses, which can be obtained from a financial
professional and should be read carefully before investing.

American Funds investment professionals actively manage each target date fund’s portfolio, moving it from a more growth-oriented
approach to a more income-oriented focus as the fund nears its target date (the year in which an investor is assumed to retire and begin
taking withdrawals), and continue to manage each fund for 30 years after it reaches its target date. Although the target date funds are
managed for investors on a projected retirement date timeframe, the funds’ allocation approach does not guarantee that investors’
retirement goals will be met.
The target allocations shown are effective as of January 1, 2015, and are subject to the Portfolio Oversight Committee’s direction. The
funds’ investment adviser anticipates that the funds will invest their assets within a range that deviates no more than 10% above or
below these allocations. Underlying funds may be added or removed during the year. For quarterly updates of fund allocations, visit
americanfundsretirement.com.
¹ Relative to their Morningstar indexes since the Series launched in 2007; as of December 31, 2014. ² Based on Class R-6 share results for rolling
periods through December 31, 2014. Periods covered are the shorter of the fund’s lifetime or since the comparable Lipper index inception date.
³ Based on Class R-6 net expense ratios as disclosed in the most recent prospectuses available from Morningstar at the time of production.
Morningstar averages include the Morningstar Retirement, Large fee level group, No-Load and Institutional share class categories. The
Morningstar Retirement, Large fee level group is composed of target date funds classified by Morningstar as Retirement share class type.
We offer a range of share classes designed to meet the needs of retirement plan sponsors and participants. The different share classes
incorporate varying levels of adviser compensation and service provider payments.
© 2015 American Funds Distributors, Inc.
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“We are in the
early stages of
the evolution of
target date funds,
but the pace
of innovation
is picking up
quickly.”
Glenn Dial, head of
retirement strategies at
Allianz Global Investors

“I see mobile
taking off in
terms of how
participants will
interact with their
DC plans.”
Edmund Murphy III,
president of Empower
Retirement

that some companies may
have a limited ability to match
participant contributions,
especially at the higher rates.
“Even if the employer wants to
escalate, it may be a financial
challenge to deliver that match,”
he says.
Overall, the U.S. personal
savings rate was 5.8 percent in
February, according to a March
30 report by the U.S. Department
of Commerce’s Bureau of
Economic Analysis. That
includes savings for immediate
goals, as well as retirement.
“We play close attention
to savings through our
recordkeeping platform and
believe the average rate will
increase in the next few years,”
says Frank van Etten, deputy
chief investment officer, MultiAsset Strategies and Solutions,
Voya Investment Management.
“After all, if you don’t save
enough, even an appropriate
asset allocation won’t deliver an
adequate level of replacement
income in retirement.”
Designing DC plans
Providers are helping DC
sponsors with fresh approaches
to plan designs, including
streamlining participant options,
an emphasis on default products
and auto features, and the
inclusion of alternative asset
classes along with cash, stocks
and bonds.
“DC plan sponsors want
to define the desired participant
experience, both behaviorally
and in terms of retirement
readiness,” says McCareins,
practice lead, Institutional OCIO,
at Northern Trust. “Plan sponsors
should have an investment policy
statement in place and adhere to
that policy to minimize litigation
risks.”
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Sponsors know that they can
get the attention of participants
briefly at the time of enrollment,
but after that only 10 to 20
percent of participants are
active and engaged, says Gerald
Erickson, principal, Milliman.
“So, you need a good top-down
design with lots of auto features.
In other words, you make inertia
work in favor of participants,
rather than against them.”
In keeping with that theme,
DC sponsors are adding more
re-enrollment and default
investment provisions in their
plans. “Unless the participant
opts out, the assets get moved
into an age-appropriate TDF,”
Brown says. “This is very
effective, because it increases
the diversity of the participants’
holdings, so there is less reliance
on one asset, such as the
company stock.”
A growing number of plan
sponsors see the benefit in
offering two main choices: a
one-decision product that is
fully diversified and tracks a
participant’s risk preference
or age over time, and a “do-ityourself” option with multiple
funds, says Bob Boyda, head of
global asset allocation, Manulife
Asset Management.
“DC plan participants are
seeking simplicity and ease of
use,” he adds. “That has provided
the impetus for offering onedecision funds, such as target risk
and target date products.”
Boyda says Manulife’s
research shows that participants
who own these one-decision
funds tend to hold on to their
assets without moving money
around. “As a result, they get
all the advantages of long-term
investing, such as dollar cost
averaging and compounding
of interest over time,” he says.

“Participants owning onedecision funds on average do 120
to 150 basis points better than
other participants over a five- to
ten-year period.”
On the other hand, DC plan
participants who take a doit-yourself approach are most
at risk. “They tend to be too
concerned about volatility and
make bad decisions,” Boyda
says. “The buy-and-hold model
works much better for most
participants.”
However, DC plans can
also include options that
provide opportunities for savvy
participants to generate alpha
(higher risk-adjusted returns)
around the edges of their
portfolio. Boyda says that might
include an equity allocation in
the employer’s industry, such as
pharmaceuticals or energy, since
participants are likely to be more
familiar with that sector. “While
many sponsors look at passive
equity funds, active managers
can add value by identifying
cash-generating companies that
can provide potential returns
through the years,” he adds.
Guaranteed income is another
emerging issue in DC plan
designs. Immediate annuities
can help participants make the
transition from accumulation
to decumulation, while
deferred annuities that provide
income at age 80 or 85 protect
against longevity risk. “Today,
regulations are more accepting of
annuities as an in-plan solution
to the retirement income issue,”
says van Etten.
While guaranteed income
products will become more
popular, they are complex and
hard to understand, says Dial.
“They are also different from
the DB pension plans, because
(continued on page 11)

(continued from page 6)
the retiree – not the plan sponsor
– carries the market risk.” In
other words, a 64-year-old with
a pension might be able to count
on getting $25,000 a year for life.
However, a 401(k) plan might
provide that same 64-year-old
with anywhere between $15,000
and $35,000 a year, depending on
market fluctuations.
Focusing on TDFs
Because target date funds
are a key component in today’s
DC plans, service providers are
focusing on key issues like TDF
design, asset mix and glide paths
(changes to asset allocations as a
participant nears retirement age).
“We are in the early stages of the
evolution of target date funds,
but the pace of innovation is
picking up quickly,” says Dial.
Robert G. Capone, managing
director and head of Defined
Contribution and Sub Advisory
for AQR, notes that the DC
market now has approximately
$6 trillion in assets and that

TDFs have become the dominant
QDIA in DC plans with nearly
$3/4 trillion of assets under
management.
Last year a sampling of DC
plans by Callan showed that
more than 80 cents of every
$1 contributed to DC plans went
to TDFs, and others estimate that
TDFs will become half of total
DC assets by 2020, he says.
However, Dan Loewy, CIO and
Co-Head of Multi-Asset Solutions,
AllianceBernstein (AB) says most
target date funds are managed
as “relics of the past” and don’t
incorporate today’s best practices
and solutions.
“Most use a single proprietary
fund manager for all the
options rather than engage an
independent fiduciary to oversee
the performance of the various
managers,” Loewy says. “Target
date funds generally incorporate
only traditional investments like
stocks, bonds and cash, rather
than non-traditional diversifiers.
They also focus on accumulation
and don’t have a guaranteed

Target Date Strategies Projected to Capture 88% of
Contributions and Will Reach $2 T in Assets by 2019
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income component.
Van Etten has seen a trend
toward open architecture in
target date funds. “Incorporating
multiple managers from across
the industry After all, a singleasset manager focuses on one
area of the investment universe,”
he says. “However, a multimanager solution allows sponsors
to seek out the best-in-class
managers for different types of
assets.
“We believe in a hybrid
approach within target date that
includes passive funds with
lower costs,” he adds. “However,
there are asset classes where
passive alternatives are costly or
difficult to replicate passively,
such as bank loans or emerging
market debt. Unless you exclude
these asset classes from your
opportunity set, you will need
actively managed strategies
in order to gain exposure to
areas that can add value to the
portfolio.
To increase diversification,
illiquid asset classes, such as
private equity, private real
estate and infrastructure, can
also be included within the
plan design. “Pension plans
have been doing this for years
because these assets can provide
very attractive risk premiums
along with risk diversification,”
says van Etten. “Today, adding
these asset classes in a way that
controls risk can provide benefits
to participants outside a ‘plain
vanilla’ plan design.”
Loewy says a state-of-theart DC plan should resemble a
traditional DB plan with a multimanager platform, a broad set
of asset classes, diversification
across geographies and
traditional and non-traditional
strategies that all come together
to provide an income stream in

“There are no
cookie-cutter
approaches on
the DB side.”
Gerald Erickson,
principal, Milliman

“DC plan
sponsors want
to define
the desired
participant
experience.”
John McCareins,
practice lead,
Institutional OCIO,
at Northern Trust
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“There is a great
deal of innovation
in the TDF space,
leading to better
outcomes.”
Rick Fulford, executive
vice president, head of
U.S. Retirement
for PIMCO

“We need to
make those rollins much easier.”
Toni Brown, SVP,
Defined Contribution,
Capital Group

retirement. “We think a wellconstructed target date fund can
accomplish the same things,”
he says.
Davies agrees, adding that
the use of non-traditional or
alternative investments will
increase with packaged products
that offer inflation mitigation
or capital preservation along
with a wider opportunity set for
generating potential returns. “The
biggest challenge is reaching the
mid-size employers who need to
move beyond their traditionally
concentration on three or four
asset groups and offer far more
diversified 401(k) plans,” he adds.
Differing TDF approaches
One of the big questions for DC
plan sponsors is how to improve
the TDF to mitigate retirement
savings risks without sacrificing
performance. “There are two
desired outcomes for participants:
wealth accumulation and wealth
preservation,” says Capone. “To
accomplish these outcomes, we
need to help participants increase
diversification of their portfolios
through exposure to various asset
classes with low or no correlation
to one another while also limiting
drawdowns by better managing
portfolio volatility.”
Capone says most TDFs today
are overly reliant on equities,
which are four times more risky
than bonds. “It is important
to reduce that equity risk
concentration for the near retiree,
who may not have the luxury
of time to recoup the losses that
could occur in a severe market
downturn like that of 2008,”
he says. “We think that a risk
balanced diversified portfolio
offered as a component of TDFs
can help participants achieve
such results.”
On the other hand, Boyda says
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Large Majorities of Working Households
Have Insufficient Retirement Wealth
Share of working households with net worth below retirement savings target, by age group, 2013
n Savings goal 8 times income at age 67

68.3%

72.4%

70.2%

66.2%

52.6%

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

All 25-64

Age of Head of Household
Source: National Institute on Retirement Security analysis of 2013 Survey of Consumer Finances
based on retirement savings targets adapted from Fidelity (2012). Universe is households with heads
of age 25-64, with total earnings of > $5,000 and < than $50,000 and total income of < $1M.

a long-term view of retirement
outcomes places equities, rather
than fixed-income securities at
the heart of a retirement income
strategy. “We have largely won
the battles against inflation, and
glide paths should take that into
account by adding more equities,”
he says. “A more aggressive
strategy can take advantage of
the compounding effect of wealth
in the equity market over a long
period of time.”
Fulford says TDFs should
incorporate assets that can track
return expectations and interest
rates at the time of retirement.
“A participant who retires in a
favorable market environment
will have a much better outcome
than one who retires during a
severe downturn – even if both
have accumulated the same
amount of assets,” he says.
“In other words, the TDF glide
path design should consider
retirement liabilities, not just the
income goal.”
Fulford says that TDFs
traditionally have been constructed
with cash as the foundation,
adding risk-oriented assets to build
a diversified portfolio. “But if you

look at retirement income as the
goal, cash is no longer a risk-free
asset,” he says. “An environment
with interest rates at 5 percent
produces different income
outcomes for a retiree than when
the rates are at 1 percent.”
Fulford believes a better
approach is to begin with longduration TIPS (Treasury inflation
protected securities) and use
other assets to build a diverse
return-generating portfolio
while mitigating downside
risk. “During a participant’s
30- to 40-year investing period,
there will be environments
where stocks and bonds don’t
perform well. Therefore, adding
alternative asset classes, such
as real estate, emerging market
stocks and bonds, high-yield and
commodities can produce better
long-term returns with lower
overall risks.”
Developing more
customized solutions
In designing their plans –
particularly participant glide paths
– DC sponsors should seek out
customized solutions that provide
the best fit for their participants,

say service providers.
“Plan sponsors, consultants
and advisors realize that the
concept of one-size-fits-all is
not the best approach,” says
Dial. “The demographics of plan
participants are different, their
risk tolerances are different and
their savings rates are different as
well. All those factors need to be
taken into account in developing
a customized approach.”
For instance, a more
conservative the glide path may
be appropriate for participants
with a relatively high level of
savings. “In the past, many

glide paths were very aggressive
because savings rates were so
low,” Dial says. “Now, if savings
rates do go up, then sponsors
should review and adjust their
target date funds and glide paths
accordingly.”
Risk mitigation strategies are
also important for participants
nearing retirement age. “Allianz
has been using the umbrella
concept in Europe for more than
a decade,” says Dial. “If there
is a downpour like in 2008,
you can open that umbrella
and implement risk mitigation
strategies within the portfolio.

That involves putting in risk
paths at certain points above
and below the equity glide
path to provide a level of asset
protection.”
Along with asset allocations,
glide paths and risk mitigation
strategies, DC plan sponsors
can help participants make
the transition to retirement by
offering personalized guidance
and advice. As van Etten says,
“Sponsors need very clear
communication strategies with
online tools to show participants
how their income situation looks
in retirement.” n

“Most TDFs today
are overly reliant
on equities.”
Robert G. Capone,
managing director
and head of Defined
Contribution (DC) and
Sub Advisory for AQR.

Defined Benefit Plans Balance Risks with Return Opportunities
THERE IS NO QUESTION

that American workers
love the idea of a
pension plan. After
all, it can provide them
with a lifetime stream
of retirement income
without worrying about
investment, inflation or
market risks.
While many employers
are downsizing their
pension offerings, these
defined benefit (DB) plans
still play an important
role in the retirement
marketplace. In addition,
Congress is considering
legislation that would allow
more small businesses
to join multiple employer
plans (MEPs) – a move
that could create extend
pension coverage and
create opportunities for
service providers.
Today, DB plans are
looking at the varied
approaches to meeting
the financial needs of

participants without
taking on undue risks.
“There are no cookiecutter approaches on the
DB side,” says Gerald
Erickson, principal,
Milliman. “Some plan
sponsors are derisking
to a certain extent. while
others are actually rerisking to capture greater
equity returns. We are also
seeing hedging strategies
designed to protect the
downside risks on their
equity portfolios.”
One important trend
is that DB (and DC) plan
sponsors are moving
toward an outcome
orientation in their
investment strategies
rather than an arbitrary
risk and return focus,
according to John
McCareins, practice lead,
Institutional OCIO, at
Northern Trust. Rather
than aiming for a 7
percent return as the

historical precedent, a
DB plan sponsor might
reframe its objective and
seek a 6 percent return
and realize lower volatility
based on its liability profile
and funding strategy.
With corporate DB
plans, the treasury and
finance staff manage
the assets to match a
specific liability profile,”
adds McCareins. “That
means they have to
develop a dynamic asset
allocation. In other words,
have the assets working
smarter, not harder.
That often leads to a
discussion about investing
in alternative assets with
return patterns that are
similar to their liabilities.”
Jeffrey Gould, head of
Putnam Global Institutional
Management, says
DB plans are looking
at multi-asset return
strategies that can add
value to a portfolio that

is weighted toward
fixed-income instruments.
“Unconstrained strategies,
such as credit and
mortgage securities, can
provide diversity as well as
potential returns,” Gould
says. Absolute return and
risk parity strategies are
also attracting interest
from DB plan sponsors
seeking a more balanced
risk profile not overly tied
to interest rates.
Public pension plans
generally have lower
funding levels than
corporate DB plans, and
are often willing to take on
more risk,” says Gould.
“While they have benefited
from the bull market in
equities, sponsors are
looking for products that
can diversify risks and
returns away from an
equity profile. They are
also considering assets
that will be effective in a
rising-rate environment.” n

“DC plan
participants are
seeking simplicity
and ease of use.”
Bob Boyda, head of
global asset allocation,
Manulife Asset
Management
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